
Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy

**About Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy**

Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy is a VPN tool for smartphones and tablets, which encrypts data with

the help of a special ‘data tunnel’ and thus makes it anonymous for third parties.

With Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy, your data is guaranteed to remain private and anonymous. If

you use a Wi-Fi network, the app will create an encrypted channel that connects your device to the

website. This guarantees that your data is 100% secure and anonymous. The app also allows you

to connect to servers from all around the world. Because of that, you can also access content and

websites that are actually blocked by a location restriction.

**Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy - Features:** 

- Encrypts your data: Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy is a so-called VPN tool. VPN means that the app

creates an encrypted channel that connects your device to the website. Because of that, your data

remains 100% protected and above all anonymous while surfing. Such a VPN connection can also

be very helpful if you are surfing on public or non-encrypted WLANs. The app can prevent hackers

from stealing your data from these Wi-Fi networks, for example.

- Remain anonymous: As the connection uses an encrypted data channel, the servers are

pretended that you are actually in a different location. Your exact location cannot be determined

because your IP address is also encrypted by the VPN connection. You can use your Internet

anonymity optimally to hide confidential information such as your banking credentials, personal e-

mails or private chats and to make them anonymous in front of third parties.

- Connect to servers from all around the world: With Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy, you can easily

access a total of 22 servers from all around the world. For example, by circumventing content and

web site restrictions, you can get even more content

**VPN - How does it work?**

- Virtual Private Network: The abbreviation VPN stands for Virtual Private Network. Since some

kind of encrypted `data channel` is being created between you and the website you want to visit,

your data will remain anonymous and above all secure.

Conclusion: If you have Avast VPN SecureLine Proxy installed on your device, your data will remain

secure and anonymous on Wi-Fi networks. This allows you to surf the Internet even in public Wi-Fi

hotspots, without having fear that hackers could steal your confidential information. You also have

access to content that is actually restricted by location.


